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Abstract
In this paper we present a theoretical comparison among three of the most popular cogni-
tive architectures: SOAR, LIDA and CLARION. These architectures are compared based on
a set of cognitive functions supposed to exist in the human cognitive cycle, and how each ar-
chitecture deals with them. The comparison emphasizes similarities and diﬀerences among the
architectures, with the purpose to advise a potential user how to identify the best architecture
to employ, depending on the situation.
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1 Introduction
The study of cognitive architectures is a very popular research ﬁeld in recent years, in the
community of intelligent systems. A large body of cognitive architectures has been proposed
in the literature (see [2] for a comprehensive table). Unfortunately, most of them are only
barely described, without enough details to allow their computational implementation or a
freely available source code, which might make them useful for general adoption. A cognitive
architecture is basically a computational model that aims to describe, as accurately as possible,
the underlying infrastructure for an intelligent system. Thus, the use of cognitive architectures
facilitates substantially the eﬀort expended to build artiﬁcial agents, by proposing speciﬁc
models to the construction of such cognitive mechanisms.
The focus of this paper is to compare three of the most popular cognitive architectures, which
have a long tradition of development in their research groups and (our most strict criteria) pro-
vide freely available computational frameworks, besides documentation, for the general public
to use. The comparison is based on a chosen set (by a relevance criteria) of cognitive functions
present in the human cognitive cycle, analyzing how each architecture deals with these issues.
The three cognitive architectures are: SOAR (State, Operator And Result), CLARION (Con-
nectionist Learning with Adaptive Rule Induction ON-line) and LIDA (Learning Intelligent
Distribution Agent). SOAR was originally proposed by John Laird, Allen Newell and Paul
Rosembloom, starting around 1983 and is in constant development, evolving through many dif-
ferent versions. LIDA is an evolution of a previous cognitive architecture called IDA, which was
proposed by Stan Franklin around the 90’s based on Bernard Baars’ Global Workspace Theory
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[6]. Finally, the last architecture to be analyzed is CLARION, which was proposed by Ron Sun
also in the 90’s and which was recently restructured. All the chosen architectures have recent
software frameworks freely available, good web-sites with a list of published papers describing
diﬀerent aspects of the architectures, good tutorials and other sources of information.
In this paper, due to lack of space, we will deal exclusively with theoretical aspects relating
the architectures. The intended contribution of this work is to highlight the similarities and
diﬀerences on how each architecture models diﬀerent cognitive functions, serving as an aid for
the newcomer to the ﬁeld of cognitive architectures in order to grow a panoramic landscape of
the ﬁeld.
2 Methodology
For the sake of generating intelligent behavior for artiﬁcial agents, the studied cognitive
architectures model their behavior in terms of a cognitive cycle. A cognitive cycle is composed
by a set of steps, which are performed sequentially or in parallel (depending on the architecture),
culminating in the choice of an action to be performed by the agent. Although there is still no
consensus on what are the precise steps, and how do they interact in the human cognitive cycle,
there are quite precise proposals, which makes it possible to relate, with a certain accuracy,
some of these processes to human cognitive data [1].
Therefore, it seems interesting to compare SOAR, CLARION and LIDA using as a reference
some processes commonly involved in the human cognitive cycle. In this way it is possible to
analyze in more detail how each architecture provides or not some particular feature and what
is the best approach for a given scenario.
In this paper, the cognitive functions analyzed in each architecture will be:
1. Input Data/Perception: How is sensor data processed and understood ?
2. Goals: How do goals and motivations inﬂuence on action selection ?
3. Action Selection: How to choose the best action in the short and long term ?
4. Learning : Which are the learning mechanisms and how do they help the agent in order
to take an action ?
3 Comparison
In the following sections, the three architectures (SOAR, CLARION and LIDA) are analyzed
following the cognitive functions described in Section 2.
3.1 Input Data/Perception
A crucial point in cognitive architectures is how data is captured from the environment, stored
and further processed. Basically, cognitive architectures have converged to two paradigms:
symbolic and sub-symbolic. As Ron Sun has already pointed out, this dichotomy is crucial for
development of biologically inspired cognitive architectures [11]. Indeed, it is possible to infer,
for some aspects, like fault tolerance, learning, systematicity and so on, how its behavior will
be, just analyzing if an architecture is based on a symbolic, sub-symbolic or mixed approach [4].
Symbols are entities which make reference to another objects by means of a totally arbitrary
convention, a law [3]. They are a widely used form of representation, due to its ﬂexibility and
power, for example the word car is a symbol for a real car, because there is a convention that
the word car in a speciﬁc language refers to those types of elements. The non-symbolic kinds
of representations are sometimes called subsymbolic (and also “numeric” by some authors). As
Nilsson emphasized, the subsymbolic has a “bottom-up” ﬂavor and at the lowest levels, the
concept of symbol is not as appropriate as the concept of signal [8].
In SOAR, all information obtained from the environment is stored in working memory in the
form of WME (Working Memory Elements). As the SOAR manual describes: “Each WME
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contains a very speciﬁc piece of information (...) Several WME’s collectively may provide more
information about the same object” [7]. So, the WME is an entity, which being completely
arbitrary, is necessarily a symbol. The SOAR’s input/output mechanism requires WMEs to be
generated externally (it does not provide a perception module), so all data must be processed
before generating WMEs. Due to its nature, SOAR is a highly symbolic architecture. Neverthe-
less, more recently, some sub-symbolic features were integrated to it like e.g., the Reinforcement
Learning module.
In LIDA, the sensory information is captured and stored in the Sensory Memory in a raw
state. Codelets, which are responsible for detecting primitive features, are located in PAM
(Perceptual Associative Memory) and evaluate the data in sensory memory. When a relevant
stimulus is identiﬁed by the codelets, some nodes in PAM increase their activation level and
transfer the activation to other nodes related to them. After activation stabilizes, the group of
nodes which received enough activation (above a threshold) is referred as a percept (group of
nodes relevant to the stimulus) and will be used in other modules of the architecture.
Thus, it is possible to ﬁnd similarities between SOAR and LIDA: the LIDA nodes, which are
stored in PAM, perform a role which is similar to the WME’s in SOAR working memory, as
they represent information about the current problem state. So, both architectures make use of
symbols to represent knowledge. However, LIDA nodes activation levels provide a sub-symbolic
mechanism which is not found in SOAR, so LIDA is said to have a mixed kind of representation,
but more biased to a symbolic approach.
CLARION also has a mixed representation, which is though more ﬂexible than LIDA’s. Each
module is divided into two parts: the top-level is responsible for the explicit knowledge (sym-
bolic) and the bottom-level is responsible for implicit knowledge (sub-symbolic). For example:
the top level can be represented as a set a rules and the bottom level can be represented by a
neural network. The input data in CLARION is done via dimension-value pairs, a set of keys
and values that represent, respectively, the information type and its corresponding value.
3.2 Goals
Goals or motivations are factors which distinguish motivational agents from reactive agents.
In SOAR, there is no built-in motivational process. In other words, this issue must be solved
outside SOAR, if necessary. In LIDA, motivations are considered, in an embedded way, in
the Behavior Network, the action-selection module. In contrast, CLARION has an exclusive
module, named MS (Motivational Subsystem), in charge of handling goals and motivations. The
output of this module is used as input for the ACS (Action-Centered Subsystem, responsible
for action selection and discussed in more details in Section 3.3), such that the decision process
might be inﬂuenced by current agent’s motivations.
As in all CLARION’s modules, MS is split in two levels: top and bottom. The bottom
level is composed by drives, following the concept proposed by Hull [10]. Drives represent
internal and psychological needs of an organism, which might vary along time, so the agent
has to satisfy these needs in order to return to a state of homeostasis and relaxation. Once
drives are computed in the bottom level, they are sent to the MCS (Meta-Cognitive Subsystem)
and, based on their values, MCS might add new goals in the MS top level denominated goal
structure (the ACS can add new goals directly in this structure too). Goals are more speciﬁc
and more explicit than drives and they are stored in the goal structure, which provides a way
of representing various motivations and their interactions in an agent [10]. The ACS module
might then use the goals stored in the goal structure in order to select an action.
3.3 Action Selection
In SOAR, actions are associated with operators and operators are associated with state.
The state is the current representation of a problem and operators are modiﬁers which make
changes in the current state [7]. So, basically, operators are represented by rules, which verify a
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set of conditions and apply changes in the current state. An operator can represent one single
action or even a set of them. So, for SOAR, the action selection mechanism corresponds to an
operator selection mechanism. This decision procedure is divided into three steps. The ﬁrst
is to determine what are the operators available to execute, so SOAR will ﬁnd the operators
matching the current state. The second step consists in evaluating preferences. Preferences
are suggestions or imperatives about the current operator [7]. So, in a simple way, if there are
two operators: A and B, if A has a higher preference than B, A will be selected. Finally the
third step consists in evaluating impasses. If even after the ﬁrst and second steps, there are still
more than one plausible operator for execution, an impasse occurs. An impasse is a substate
in SOAR where the current objective is to solve the impasse and determine what is the best
operator among others, using preferences.
On the other hand, CLARION uses a probabilistic method to select the proper action. The
ACS (Action-Centered Subsystem) is CLARION’s module responsible for choosing actions,
which is divided into two levels: top and bottom. At the top level, there are basically rules.
These rules can be of diﬀerent types, but always follow the pattern: condition → action. If the
current rule’s condition matches the current state, the rule is suggested for execution. On the
other hand, the bottom level is composed of neural networks providing action suggestions too.
With the top and bottom level suggestions, CLARION will choose at most one action to be
executed in the environment using two types of algorithms: stochastic and combination [10].
But, in short, both algorithms will set a probability for each suggested action from top and
bottom levels and will select the action to be executed according to a Boltzmann distribution
using a softmax algorithm [12].
In LIDA, there are basically two modules responsible for action selection: PM (Procedural
Memory) and AS (Action Selection subsystem). PM will provide the available actions at the
current state and the AS will select just one action based on the information provided by
the PM. The PM subsystem is a Drescher’s Scheme Net [5], which basically is responsible for
processing production rules. When the current state matches some schema, these will be used
by the AS to select the appropriate action using a modiﬁed version of Mae’s Behavior Net [5].
Comparing the action selection mechanism in these three architectures, it is possible to note
that SOAR and LIDA use a deterministic decision procedure and CLARION use a probabilistic
one. Both approaches have their own pros and cons. The great advantage of using a determin-
istic decision procedure is that, for the same situation, the same action will always be chosen
being a good choice for controlled environments. For dynamic environments, the best choice
for a given moment will not always be for another one, thus more randomness implies in more
opportunities for other choices. For the particular case of CLARION, it does not ensure that an
action will always be chosen, but it is possible to adjust the Boltzmann distribution constants
in order to make it virtually deterministic.
3.4 Learning
Learning is a crucial process in cognition, and very useful in artiﬁcial agents that use their
previous mistakes and successes in order to take the next action.
A classical learning procedure in SOAR is chunking, and its function is to create new pro-
cedural knowledge. The basic idea is to summarize previously learned knowledge, creating a
new rule. When an impasse happens, a new substate (also called sub-objective) is created,
becoming the new SOAR priority. When this substate is solved, the SOAR chunking module
acts, creating a new production called chunk, i.e., SOAR will take a “snapshot” of the current
working memory state and a new rule will be created in procedural memory, where the previous
working memory state will be the precondition of the rule and the ﬁnal working memory state
will be the action part of the rule. The purpose is very simple: the created chunk will match
in similar situations, avoiding the need for generating subgoals, saving processing time [7].
SOAR also has a reinforcement learning module which is one of most recent modules in the
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architecture. Inspired in behaviorist psychology, the idea is to determine a positive or negative
reinforcement value for each executed action, in order to discover the best action to be taken,
so actions that receive positive reinforcement will tend to be executed more times. Speciﬁc
operators must be declared in order for the reinforcement learning module to work, called RL
operators. The RL operators are handled like any other operator in SOAR, susceptible to
impasses and to the decision procedure mechanism. It is possible to note a clear distribution
of duties in the architecture: the reinforcement learning module is responsible for adjusting the
preferences of each RL operator and the decision procedure module is responsible for ﬁnding
the best operator. The reinforcement learning module will set the preferences using a history
of reward signals along time and applying a variant of SARSA or Q-Learning algorithm.
In SOAR, there are two types of memories subject to learning: episodic and declarative.
When an episode is recorded in episodic memory, the architecture will capture the current
working memory state and save it, creating a new episode. The process of learning new episodes
does not need any deliberate action, i.e. it is not necessary to write any speciﬁc code for
that. New episodes are constantly being recorded. Diﬀerently from episodic memory, semantic
memory is fully independent of context (it might not have any relation with the current working
memory state) and the learning process needs a deliberate action.
CLARION provides a two-way learning system mainly in ACS and NACS modules: bottom-
up and top-down, so new items at the top level are learned from items at the bottom level and
vice versa. In addition, learning in the same level is also possible, for example: in the bottom
level, a backpropagation network with Q-Learning algorithms can be used in order to adapt
the neural network using reinforcement learning.
Rules generated using bottom-up learning are not stored forever. Each rule has an activation
value and if this value become below a certain threshold (for example when a rule is not ﬁred
for a long period), the rule is removed from the top-level. The top-down learning consists
in a classic neural network and it is generally made using the ﬁxed rules provided as innate
knowledge, thus the neural network will have a supervised training in order to generate a speciﬁc
output for a speciﬁc input like deﬁned in the rule.
As discussed previously, LIDA is an evolution of another architecture named IDA, which
was enhanced by learning mechanisms. In LIDA, there are three types of learning: perceptual,
episodic and procedural and they are related to the consciousness mechanism in architecture.
Perceptual learning is related to object recognition, new categorizations, and new relation-
ships [5]. After consciousness broadcasts, the Perceptual Associative Memory is updated with
new nodes and links. So, for example, if new nodes appear linked in consciousness broadcast, a
link between these nodes will be created in PAM. A new individual item coming to conscious-
ness results in a new node being created, together with links into it from the feature detectors
of its features [9].
Episodic learning is the encoding of information into episodic memory, the associative,
content-addressable, memory for events [5]. LIDA has two modules responsible for episodic
memories: TEM (Transient Episodic Memory) and DM (Declarative Memory). The episodic
learning in LIDA is used to retrieve information from the consciousness and save it into the
TEM and, periodically and oﬄine, the not yet decayed contents of TEM are consolidated into
DM [9].
Finally, procedural learning also uses the information provided by consciousness broadcast,
which is applied on the scheme net implemented in procedural memory. At the periphery of the
scheme net, there lies empty schemes (schemes with a simple action, but no context or results),
while more complex schemes consisting of actions moves inwards, i.e., inside the scheme net [5].
For the learning process, an empty scheme must be selected for execution. After executed, the
scheme spawns a new expectation codelet that tries to bring the results (rewards and changes
in the environment) of the action to the consciousness. If successful, a new scheme is created if
it does not exist or it is appropriately reinforced if it already exists [9]. The information before
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the scheme execution will be the condition and the information after the scheme execution will
be the result.
4 Conclusion
As we pointed out before, the cognitive architectures discussed in this paper have many
similarities and also many diﬀerences among them. First, SOAR is a predominantly symbolic
architecture, despite having some sub-symbolic modules. LIDA and CLARION, on the contrary,
have a mixed approach that tries to combine the beneﬁts of both paradigms.
CLARION has a unique mechanism for dealing with goals and motivations, allowing an
agent to select new actions bringing some beneﬁt only in the long term. There is no built-in
functionality like this in SOAR and LIDA. CLARION also has a unique probabilistic decision
procedure, which can bring more randomness, but it also aﬀects the repeatability of some
experiments when compared to the whole deterministic approach used in LIDA and SOAR (see
Section 3.3). SOAR is the only architecture which provides means for planning.
All the architectures provide learning processes. Nevertheless, they are quite simple in SOAR,
providing less ﬂexibility than in CLARION or LIDA. The bottom-up and top-down learning in
CLARION are a very interesting feature. It is possible to note a similarity between the chunking
learning in SOAR and the bottom-up learning in CLARION. In both cases, the conditions and
results of a previous action are used in the generation of a new rule, which is also subject to
further reﬁnements.
The three architectures compared in this paper have their own advantages and disadvantages,
depending on its intended use. They were compared in this paper regarding their theoretical
mechanisms and how they can be used to provide diﬀerent cognitive capabilities. We expect
new users to beneﬁt from this analysis while looking for a cognitive architecture to use in their
projects. In a future work, we intend to focus on more pragmatical issues related to the software
implementation of the architectures.
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